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An Air Force major is ordered to approach a brilliant UFO in his Phantom jet over Tehran. He
repeatedly attempts to engage and fire on unusual objects heading right toward his aircraft, but his
missile control is locked and disabled. Witnessed from the ground, this dogfight becomes the
subject of a secret report by the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency.Â In Belgium, an Air Force
colonel investigates a series of widespread sightings of unidentified triangular objects, and he sends
F-16s to attempt a closer look. Many hundreds of eyewitnesses, including on-duty police officers,
file reports, and a spectacular photograph of an unidentifiable craft is retrieved and analyzed.Â Here
at home, a retired chief of the FAAâ€™s Accidents and Investigations Division reveals the
agencyâ€™s response to a thirty-minute encounter between an aircraft and a gigantic UFO over
Alaska, which occurred during his watch and is documented on radar.Â Now all three of these
distinguished men have written breathtaking, firsthand accounts about these extraordinary
incidents. They are joined by Air Force generals and a host of high-level sourcesâ€”including Fife
Symington III, former governor of Arizona, and Nick Pope, former head of the British Defence
Ministryâ€™s UFO Investigative Unitâ€”who have agreed to write their own detailed, personal stories
about UFO encounters and investigations for the first time.Â They are coming forward now because
of Leslie Kean, an investigative reporter who has spent the last ten years studying the still
unexplained UFO phenomenon. Kean reviewed hundreds of government documents, aviation
reports, radar data, and case studies with corroborating physical evidence. She carefully examined
scientifically analyzed photographs and interviewed dozens of high-level officials and aviation
witnesses from around the world. With the support of former White House chief of staff John
Podesta, Kean draws on her research to separate fact from fiction and to lift the veil on decades of
U.S. government misinformation. Throughout, she presents irrefutable evidence that unknown flying
objectsâ€”metallic, luminous, and seemingly able to maneuver in ways that defy the laws of
physicsâ€”actually exist.Â No one yet knows what these objects are, even though they affect
aviation safety and possibly national security. The phenomenon has been officially acknowledged
by numerous foreign governments. For these reasons and many others, Kean concludes that the
UFO problem must be more widely recognized and ultimately solved through an unbiased scientific
investigation. The material presented throughout this landmark book is sobering, unflinching, and
undeniably awe-inspiring, and moves us toward a goal of properly addressing this worldwide
mystery.From the Hardcover edition.
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This rebuttal to Oberg's piece, an expanded version of his "review" here, was posted to MSNBC:By
Leslie KeanSpecial to [...]When I wrote my book about officially documented UFO reports, I fully
expected the skeptics to react. That's why I was careful to focus only on the very best evidence
from the most credible sources in "UFOs: Generals, Pilots and Government Officials Go on the
Record." Since 95 percent of all sightings are eventually identified, the book is concerned only with
the remaining 5 percent -- those UFO events that have been thoroughly investigated, involve
multiple witnesses and ample data, but still cannot be explained.That didn't stop James Oberg, a
space analyst for NBC News, from complaining that the book was based on a "questionable
foundation."In the biographical note appended to his commentary, he notes that he spent 22 years
at NASA's Mission Control and has written books about space policy and exploration. But he
neglects to inform readers of something UFO researchers already know all too well: that he is a
founding fellow of the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI, formerly CSICOP), a group whose aim
is to debunk UFOs and any other unexplained phenomena that challenge our familiar ways of
thinking.For many years, Oberg, while retaining his stance as an objective student of the UFO
phenomenon, has been a consistently vocal skeptic. His long list of articles dealing with UFOs date
from the 1970s and are posted on his website under the heading "space folklore," which accurately
sums up his attitude towards the subject. He may be qualified to serve as an unbiased, expert
consultant on Russian or Chinese missile systems, but not on UFOs.Story: UFO book based on
questionable foundation: [...

Leslie Kean is an independent investigative journalist known for pioneering human rights work in
Burma. As Director of the Coalition for Freedom of Information, between 2005 and 2009 she fought
and won a FOIA federal lawsuit against NASA to release "lost" records on the 1965 Kecksburg PA
incident. She is patient, persistent, tenacious and skeptical. Her new book, ten years in the making
and two years in the writing, has received open endorsement from so many leading politicians and
scientists that it just might be a game-changer.The intended audience is not the committed reader
steeped in the lore of UFOs or discussions of the ETH and competing origin-hypotheses. Plenty of
books explore these subjects and their readership is, against the mainstream, pitifully small and
marginalised. Such works, however well-researched, are often self-published or condemned to
share shelf-space with political CTs, channelling and new-age mush, undeservedly consigned to the
ghetto of the kooky, ridiculed fringe.Readers familiar with the works of Allen Hynek, Jacques Vallee,
Tim Good, Jerry Clark, Stan Friedman, Richard Dolan and writers of similar calibre will find little new
here, though they will find a few interesting nuggets. They are already persuaded of the evidence,
and not the target audience for this book. These writers, collectively, have never effected political
attitude-change: the contributors to this book are such serious, credible, high-profile people they just
might.
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